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Hand Made Yorkshire
Chorizo Now in Stock
We
are
Chris delivering our first Yorkshire
pleased to
Chorizo into stock!
announce
the arrival
of
a
fantastic
n
e
w
product to
our stock
list in the
shape
of
Yorkshire
Chorizo.
Produced
on Church
End farm in
Malham,
N o r t h
Yorkshire, the producer, Chris Wildman, puts a
lot of time and energy into his product and his
passion is second to none. Chris came to down
to see us last week with some samples and we
were all extremely impressed! Full of flavour, a
wonderful texture and hand made using only
locally sourced ingredients it is perfect for either
cooking with or eaten cold. We think this product
would go incredibly well on any type of menu or
would fly off a retailer’s shelf! It is sold vacuum
packed with at least two months use by date on.
Each pack contains approximately 130gms of
sausage which makes it easily manageable for
your stock and there is also full traceability. We
are launching this product at the bargain price of
just £3.00 per pack. Well worth giving it a try and
we would love your feedback on it. If you would
like any information on the chorizo go to
www.classonedirect.com and click on latest
news.

Produce News
• Lancashire Leeks are back on the menu again
after the weather wiped out crops before
Christmas. Excellent Quality and good value.
• French Cauliflowers are good value, nice
looking but there are some small ones in and
amongst.
• Tomlinson’s Rhubarb has now started. The
Class 1 product is beautiful but expensive
however he does grow and pack a Class 2
grade. Perfect quality but thin stalks rather
than thick.
• Heavy rain in South Africa is gently pushing
the price of grapes up. Watch this space for
news on all Southern Hemisphere fruits in the
next few weeks.
• Locally grown Savoy cabbage is excellent
quality and good value.
• Spanish Broccoli is at the right price and is
looking great.

Lunch at the Bull a
Raging Success!
Last Wednesday the Bull at Broughton was the
venue for a fantastic lunch hosted by Nigel
Haworth and Craig Bancroft from the Northcote
Group. Courtesy of Yorkshire Life magazine, the
lunch highlighted Ribble Valley Inn’s use of good
quality and local
produce. We were
proud to be invited
as a supplier of the
group and may we
thank Nigel and Craig
for
their
kind
hospitality.

Italian Solid
Pack Apples

A10 Tin - Fantastic
Value at only

£3.97
each!

